Player Count : 1-2

Tim e: 45 m inut es

Ducks from neighboring farms have escaped and mingled in the
adjacent fields. Neither you or your rival are able to tell whose ducks are
whose, the only logical action is for each of you to build pens and claim
as many ducks as possible. Collect eggs and bread to influence the fowl
and help you capture as many as you can!

Com pon en t s

Capt u r e

The game board
Three 50/50 dice (or coins, or standard dice)
One red marker, one blue marker (or pens or pencils)
18 Automa Cards

If during a player 's turn they complete a pen, then the
owner of the pen will capture the resources contained
within. To be considered a pen the enclosed area must
meet the following criteria:

Set u p

-

Each player chooses a player color and takes a marker of that
color. Place the game board in the center of the table such
that the player 's side is oriented towards them. Determine a
Starting Player randomly and give that player the three dice.

Tu r n Act ion s
In each turn there are three phases, which the active player
takes in this order: Roll, Take Actions, Capture.

Roll
Roll all three dice. If the player has any
unlocked,
they may re-roll any number of dice once per turn for
each unlocked
.

-

The enclosed shape must either match one of the
specialty pen shapes shown in the player area of the
board, or
The shape must enclose three spaces or less.

Pen Ow n er sh ip
The player with the most fence perimeter will be the owner of
that pen. A tie will be resolved by the player who completed
the pen.
The owner of the pen will shade in the enclosed area with their
color. If it is a specialty pen, the player outlines the matching
shape in their player area if it not already outlined.
Finally, the owner will capture the resources contained within
the enclosed area.
For each captured space with any number of ducks, the
player may cross off one square the specialty pen section
of their player area.

Tak e Act ion s
The player may then take the following actions in any
order:

For each captured bread or egg, the player may cross off
one square within the respective resources' row in their
player area.

Dr aw A Fen ce
The player will count the number of die faces matching
their color and draw a single straight line that number of
spaces long.
-

The new fence must connect to an existing fence of
the same color.
It must be a single straight line excepting the
special action described below.
It may never cross an existing fence.
It may never be placed inside of an already
completed PEN.

Fill In Re-r oll Bon u s Spaces
For each die face matching the opponent's color, the
player may fill in one
space. If all spaces of a section
are filled, the re-roll action is unlocked.

Special Act ion s

Once each player has finished recording their actions , the
active player passes the dice to the other player for their
turn.
If the active player is unable to any actions, they skip their
turn. If both players have skipped their turns sequentially,
then the game will end.

Fin al Scor in g
Players will earn points for the following:
-

Players may use one special action per turn if they have
been unlocked by collecting enough
or
.
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PENS

Place a single space fence in addition to the
regular fence this turn.
The fence placed on this turn may contain a
single 90 degree bend.

1 point per pen in their largest contiguous area.
Count the number of outlined specialty pens.
Points are earned based on that number.

-

1 point per duck within each specialty pen on the
board matching the completely marked off
specialty pens in the player area.

The player with the most points wins. The player with the
most total ducks will win in the event of a tie.

The red player has now rolled
enough of the blue player 's die
faces to unlock a re-roll. Now
once per turn they can re-roll any
number of dice one time.

Au t om a
The automa is a set of 18 cards that the player uses to fill in
opponent spaces on the board each turn. Each automa
card shows a pen shape as well as a coordinate.
After the player 's turn, they flip over one automa card and
then draw the revealed pen. The perimeter of that pen
must intersect the coordinate on the automa card. The
player is free to rotate or mirror the pen shape as they
choose. Should the coordinate not be available, the player
must place the shape to intersect the nearest available
coordinate.

Exam ples
The red player draws a fence 2
spaces long and marks off one
re-roll space for the blue die
face.

The blue player draws a 2-space fence
and completes a specialty pen. They
are the owner, because they have 6
perimeter spaces and red only has 4.
They then fill in the pen, outline that
shape in the specialty pen section and
capture 4 duck spaces that they cross
off in the specialty pen area.

The blue player draws a
single fence, completing
another specialty pen,
outlining the 5-space pen
in their player area. They
also fill in two more re-roll
spaces, and then collect
two duck spaces, two egg
spaces and one bread
space.

A placed fence must touch another
fence of the same color, but the point
may be at any point along the placed
fence or the other fence.

The blue player has enclosed an area that
is not matching a specialty pen shape. It
is 3 spaces, so it is still considered a pen.
The blue player captures the duck, bread
and egg contained in the pen.

The red player has now also
completed a specialty pen.
Note that while another area
was enclosed, it does not
count as a pen as it is only 2
spaces. A pen must be a
specialty pen shape, or 3 or
4 spaces.
The red player also has one blue die, filling in another re-roll
space, then outlines the matching specialty pen shape. They
also collect three duck spaces, and one egg, crossing off the
appropriate spaces in their player area.

The blue player has 9 pens in
their largest area, 3 specialty
pens for 8 points, and 19 ducks in
each collected specialty pen for a
total of 36 points!

The red player has only 3 pens in
their largest area, also 3
specialty pens, but only 10 ducks
in each collected specialty pen
for a total of 21 points.

